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Things have been relatively peaceful lately for bear shifter Josh Horne, a member of the Sentinels,

Genesis Valleyâ€™s elite protection squad. The Underground is in a tentative cease-fire with the

Agency. So when heâ€™s given orders from the very top to act as a bodyguard to someone coming

to King City for a few days, he expects it to be a walk in the park.Hannah Terrik isnâ€™t in need of

â€œbabysitting,â€• as she puts it. Sheâ€™s a big girl who can take care of herselfâ€”far more than

anyone suspects. Traveling with her brother, who advocates for equal rights for shifters, she

doesnâ€™t realize just how dangerous that can be in King City. Nor does she count on her

babysitter to be intelligent, polite, and breathtakingly handsome.Josh quickly realizes there is more

to the woman he canâ€™t keep his eyes off of, though she wonâ€™t reveal her dark secret to him.

Forced into close proximity to each other, he finds himself falling harder and harder for her. But

when the fighting starts, with enemies both old and new closing in, her secret is revealed. Can the

bear shifter overcome everything heâ€™s been taught about it, or will the revelation be more than

he can handle? This is a standalone novel, with NO cliffhanger.
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What happens when the enemy of every shifter turns out to be your mate????Josh Horne is giving

a direct order by Valen of the Genesis Valley Consortium and boss of the Sentinel Bears to act as a

body guard, "babysitter" to some big wig who is coming to King City for a series of speeches. Josh

is not a happy camper.Hannah Terrik is about to be faced with her mate. When Josh is introduced

to Hannah there is an immediate pull to the other. Josh thinks she is full human but that she does

have a scent he can't ID. Her brother is a motivational speaker for equal rights for all shifters. What

follows is a less than ideal situation. Especially in light of all the problems in King City with the

Agency and shifter/human interaction as a whole.I know you will like this one. Read and see how

this one goes. Can sworn enemies find a way to work around their problems are will each have to

find a way to not be together.

Strong story about the struggle for acceptance no matters who you are. I found myself struggling

along with the characters because through out history prejudices have formed wedges in our

society and I wish with all my heart it could end. This book is a wonderful story of acceptance and

forgiveness, simply beautiful.

This was such a great addition to an already amazing series... I'm so looking forward to the next

book and couldn't recommend this series enough... If you haven't read any of Amelia Jade's series

yet, I highly suggest you do... You won't be disappointed!

I loved it. So much action and adventure. I love action, I love adventure, and I love a really good

love story with big bears and snappy powerful female wolf shifter's. It was an amazing and

wonderful adventure to go on.

This book just like the others only gets better. JOSH and Hannah are so good together. She is

smart strong and loving and he has the same qualities. They work well together. Can't wait for the

next one.

This is the third episode in the Genesis Valley shifters' war against the Agency, the anti-shifter hate

group. Josh, of the bear shifters serving as a Sentinel, has been assigned to "babysit" the sister of a

famous pro-shifter public speaker visiting King City; much to Josh's displeasure. But then he meets

his Hannah. She and her brother turn out to be werewolves, a shifter faction much hated by other

shifters. They are thought to be feral/insane and contagious to boot--usually killed on sight. Once



Hannah's secret is revealed, Josh has to contend with his own prejudice running counter to his

strong feelings (love) for her. Then once he learns the truth, he has to protect her from even the

other Sentinels. All this while contending with the nefarious J of the Agency and their well-trained

mercenaries hired to supplement their own human and Extremis (uber baddies) agents. As with the

earlier books, there's lots of action: car chases, fights, explosions--all sorts of shifter-defying

mayhem. We also learn a lot about the tribulations that werewolf shifters have been forced to deal

with for centuries. Josh and Hannah find they are made for each other and Hannah wonders how

she can fit within his world and find contentment with her lot in life. I liked the action and adventure,

fighting against evil odds, yummy bears, a kick-ass heroine. the passionate respites, and the HEA. If

you do too, you'll love Silver Bullet Bear! I received an ARC in exchange for an honest review.

I received an ARC for an honest review.What a great story to deal with all forms of prejudice! We

already knew that many humans did not like shifters and some wanted them dead but now we find

out that even the majority of shifters have a prejudice against werewolves. Based on a lie that has

been in existence for a very long time, it is believed that werewolves could pass along a virus that

would make shifters insane. Wow, just when you meet your significant other, you realize that he

wants to kill you!This story gives you much to think about as there is significant time spent with Josh

working through his feelings and how he was conditioned to be prejudice against werewolves. As

well as thought provoking, the book is filled with action, suspense, and romance. There are many

times that they have to fight or die.I really love that Hannah can see that the women of the

Underground are fully able to help and not waiting for a man to rescue them. These women are

strong and can take care of themselves! I enjoy reading about women who aren't frail and

helpless.Not much revealed about the Agency this book so the fight still continues and hopefully

more progress will be made in the next book. Love that previous shifters are included in the book

like Ajax and Valen. Wish there was more but I guess that the story really is not in Genesis Valley

any longer! Looking forward to when Jared meets his match!!

*I received this ARC from the author in exchange for a honest review*SILVER BULLET BEAR by

Amelia JadeJosh Horne is a bear shifter and a member of the Sentinels of Genesis Valley's elite

protection squad. Things have been relatively peaceful for the team as late, due to the tentative

ceasefire with the Agency. So when he gets a new assignment, as an acting bodyguard for a few

days, his not thrilled at the idea but knows that it should be a relatively straightforward job.Except it's

anything but a walk in the park. It chaos pretty much from the start. Involving a woman. Fighting.



Shooting. And secrets. But there is more to Hannah Terrick, and Josh knows it. He knows she's

worth fighting for, even if both old and new enemies are closing in to try and eliminate the

shifters.But can Josh overcome everything he knows and has been told, put aside his prejudices

and accept what fate has offered him? Or it be more than he can handle, and throw it away?I loved

this book, a very entertaining read. A great action packed storyline, with drama, suspense, and

some hot romance. It had an interesting twist and it had me gripped from start to finish. The

characters were awesome, they made an intriguing pair and were well suited. A very enjoyable

read!
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